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The main objective of this talk is to present the quantitative stratification technique. In order to do so, we
use the application to the critical sets of harmonic function as a guiding example.

The quantitative stratification is a technique based on the analyis of the symmetries of the object under
study at different points in its domain, and their interactions with each other. It was introduced by prof.
Cheeger and Naber in [CN13, CN12].

In detail, for harmonic functions we prove effective estimates on the volume of the tubular neighborhood
of the critical set of u : B1(0)→ R of the form:

Vol(Br(C(u)) ∩ B1/2(0)) < C(n, N̄u(0, 1), ε)r2−ε ,(1)

where ε > 0 is arbitrary, and N̄u is Almgren’s frequency function.
Given a harmonic function u, the standard first order stratification {Sk} of u separates points x based on

the degrees of symmetry of the leading order polynomial of u − u(x). In this talk we introduce a quantitative
stratification {Sk

η,r} of u, which separates points based on the number of almost symmetries of approximate
leading order polynomials of u at various scales.

By studying how nearby symmetric points interact, we prove an effective cone splitting theorem, and the
monotonicity of the frequency function N̄u(r) will allow us to bound the number of scales where a function
is not close to be symmetric. With these tools available, we use a simple covering argument to prove volume
estimates on the tubular neighborhoods of S k

η,r. The estimates on the critical sets follow as a simple corollary.
Up to some technical detail, these techniques can be also adapted to prove estimates on the solutions to

more general elliptic PDEs.
These results are described in the article [CNV]. Other results available on the subject are described in

[HL, HHL98, HL00].
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